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T-Mobile view on Next Generation Mobile 
Network synchronization 
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§ Why Phase and Time Synchronization is a topic for the Next 
Generation Mobile Network (NGMN)?

§ Synchronization methods explored by T-Mobile and impact 
in NGMN deployments
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Synchronization in current T-Mobile UMTS deployments

Current situation for UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System, also known 
as 3G):

§ FDD (Frequency Division Duplexing) base stations transmit the up-link and down-
link on different frequencies. They require to be synchronised to a stable frequency 
reference.
§ Such frequency synchronisation has been provided by the backhaul.

§ TDD (Time Division Duplexing) base stations use the same spectrum in up-link and 
down-link and separation is done in the time domain. They are synchronised in 
frequency and phase.
§ Such a phase alignment is currently provided via GPS in T-Mobile deployment in Czech 

Republic. 
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Why Phase and Time Synchronization is a topic for the 
Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN)?

Future LTE (Long Term Evolution) situation*:
§ FDD and TDD are modes of operation.
§ First LTE deployments will have the same 

synchronization requirements as per UMTS.  
§ In future LTE FDD will be able to operate the 

network in a synchronous mode where the UE 
combines signals from different base stations 
in overlapping neighbour areas bringing 
significant capacity and performance 
improvements on the cell edge. 

§ Synchronous network operation requires the eNodeB to have not only a stable 
frequency reference, but also phase alignment and time of the day information.

§ Besides time of the day information with lower accuracy (ms to 1sec) is required for 
OAM functions (typically provided with NTP protocol).

eNodeB
signal
useful signal

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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Examples of LTE features with phase and time sync 
requirements Enhanced Mobile Broadcast and Multicast Service 

with Single Frequency Network (eMBMS with SFN)
§ To be standardized in 3GPP release 9
§ In a SFN network all base stations broadcast the same 

signal, synchronized in time: 
§ Signals from different base stations can be 

coherently combined within the terminals
§ This results in a large increase in spectrum 

efficiency for MBMS serviceseNodeB

Network MIMO (Coordinated multipoint- Joint Processing) 
§ Expected to be standardized in 3GPP release 10-11.
§ MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) uses multiple 

antennas at both the transmitter and receiver. 
§ In Network MIMO base stations cooperate and use their 

combined set of antennas to separate user transmissions, 
minimizing inter-cell interference Cooperation

eNodeB

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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LTE air interface synchronization expected     
requirements (I)

3GPP Rel10-11

3GPP Rel10-11

3GPP Rel9

Standards

2013~ 1 µsec±50 ppbInter-cell interference cancellation
(LTE-Advanced)

2012 -2013= 0.5 µsec
[~1 µsec ]

±5 ppbNetwork MIMO (Multiple Input, Multiple 
Output, LTE-Advanced)

- co-ordinated transmission
- joint transmission / reception

2011~1 µsec±50 ppbeMBMS with SFN (Enhanced Multimedia 
Broadcast Service with Single Freq Network)

Products 
availability

Requ.
Phase

Requ.
freq.

Feature

§ Additionally: continuous time without leap seconds traceable to common time 
reference for all eNBs in synchronised area. 

Air interface requirements are based on T-Mobile internal studies.
Products availability based on T-Mobile rough estimate.

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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LTE air interface synchronization expected     
requirements (II)

3GPP Rel8

3GPP Rel9

3GPP Rel10-11

Standards

2010~ 1 µsec ±50 ppbTDD mode of operation

2011<0.2 µsec±50 ppbLocation Based Service (air interface based 
methods)

>2011~ 1 µsec ±50 ppbAdditional feature-set improving system 
performance by sync.
- Mobility
- N-cell search
- Femto/macro interference co-ordination

Products 
availability

Requ.
Phase

Requ.
freq.

Feature

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 

§ Additionally: continuous time without leap seconds traceable to common time 
reference for all eNBs in synchronised area. 

Air interface requirements are based on T-Mobile internal studies.
Products availability based on T-Mobile rough estimate.
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How robust is the eNB to synchronization failures?

§ In case the eNB stops receiving synchronization completely, it  will go in to a
“holdover mode”.

§ After a very short time (typically minutes to some hours) phase and time accuracy 
will be lost.
à In FDD deployments, the eNB will still be able to operate using normal procedures and 

handovers will work but synchronized procedures will fail.

§ Some time later (typically hours to weeks) the frequency sync will be lost.
à The eNB will start interfering with neighbour eNBs
à Eventually the eNB gets out of service.

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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Synchronization methods explored by T-Mobile and 
impact in NGMN deployments

§ The two alternatives explored by T-Mobile to deliver the phase and time 
synchronization requirements of LTE are:
§ GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and 
§ Sync delivery through the backhaul with a protocol such as IEEE1588-v2.

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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Future proof synchronization methods: GNSS

§ GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) is the only proven synchronization method able 
to deliver current and future LTE synchronization requirements.

§ Besides the positioning information is also useful for the base station as it can be used for 
automated cell planning enabling a fully automated eNB self configuration process (plug & 
play approach for cheaper deployments).  à4 or more satellites shall be seen.

§ The implementation of a system like GPS in a base station has certain challenges:
§ GPS antenna requires Line of Sight --> indoor deployments?
§ Extra cable required is seen as an issue.
§ Heavy dependence to a US military system and the               

possible need to migrate to other GNSS àGPS/Galileo receivers?

§ T-Mobile is exploring smart GPS installations where GPS                                                      
antenna and cable issues could be solved by integrating         
the GPS antenna & receiver into parts of the base station       
(radio remote heads, baseband unit, etc.)

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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Future proof synchronization methods: IEEE1588-v2?
§ It is T-Mobile preference to rely on a protocol over the backhaul to deliver future phase and time 

synchronization requirements. 

§ However the phase and time synchronization accuracy achievable with IEEE1588-v2 is not known for 
all backhaul network scenarios.

§ Assuming IEEE1588-v2 can deliver the future synchronization needs of LTE, it might have a high 
impact in the architecture of the backhaul network. 

*DT/T-Mobile is currently testing the LTE technology in several areas but have not yet committed to deploying it. 
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IEEE1588-v2 for phase & time delivery: aspects to be 
addressed
§ Location of the Grand Masters and number of them: 
à In a small number of central aggregation points or closer to the eNBs? (tens versus hundreds).
à Part of the mobile operator network or delivered by 3rd party Ethernet provider.

§ IEEE1588-v2 hardware support in all transport nodes (boundary or transparent clocks)?
à Upgrade of all transport equipment in the master-slave path or only a few nodes?

§ Should IEEE1588-v2 be used together with other sync L1 methods such us Synchronous Ethernet?
à Using SyncE + IEEE1588-v2 in the backhaul and eNB can increase overall performance and 

reliability.

§ Appropriate metrics are required to indicate the suitability of the backhaul for phase & time delivery.

§ Different eNB network interface specifications (supplier dependent) translate into:
§ Different requirements for the transport network.
§ Different sync delivery options depending on capabilities of eNB and transport equipment.

§ Security issues:  it is not possible to secure the IEEE1588-v2 traffic with the traditional methods  
(IPSEC tunnel) when boundary or transparent clocks are used in the backhaul network.
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What is the most cost effective method of providing phase 
and time synchronization? 
§ Relying on the backhaul to provide phase & time synchronization might become “cheap” 

with the natural evolution of the backhaul network or “expensive” if hardware upgrades 
exclusively for sync delivery purposes are required backhaul wide. 
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Evolution of backhaul to provide phase & time 
synchronization 
§ It is a matter of time that backhaul networks will evolve to provide phase 

synchronization to satisfy mobile operator needs. 
§ However only an early delivery will avoid extra investment by the mobile operator 

to develop its own solution. 
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Summary

§ Future base station synchronization requirements are more stringent than current ones:
§ The phase accuracy requirement of the NGMN could go below 1usec.
§ Continuous time traceable to common time reference for all base stations is required. 

§ There is a need to deploy a future proof synchronization method able to fulfil today’s and 
tomorrow’s needs.

§ The only proven solution is GPS/GNSS to date.
§ Backhaul phase & time sync delivery (IEEE1588-v2 with/without Synchronous Ethernet) is 

an attractive alternative and T-Mobile preference but not yet proven for all scenarios and 
with a potential very high cost impact.

§ T-Mobile requires the finalization of the ITU-T standards (telecom profile for phase), metrics 
and products as soon as possible to make phase & time sync delivery through the backhaul 
with a protocol such as IEEE1588-v2 a future proof solution suitable for NGMN.
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Thank you for your attention!

Rocio Megino
T-Mobile International UK
Radio Networks Development
Phone: +44 (0)1707 313 906
rocio.megino@t-mobile.co.uk


